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CLEANING & Microadjustments

MAIL TO:

PHONE:

GO TO:

108 Garner Road
Spartanburg, SC 29303

864-583-6835

EMAIL: PhotoOrders@SpartanPhotoCenter.com

www.SpartanPhotoCenter.com

Sensor cleanings and lens to camera focus microadjustments

Sensor Cleaning/Lens Microadjustments - PRICES

Full frame sensor $60.00
$50.00Cropped Sensor & smaller sized sensors (APS-C, Micro 4/3rds, CX, etc.) 

If you see black spots in your pictures and they are in the same place in every photo then it’s time for a sensor cleaning . 
Sensor cleanings and lens microadjustments typically take 1-3 business days upon receiving the camera. 

Camera Brand:

Lens Brand:

Checkmark the Box for Add your total below as you 

Camera Serial Number:

Camera Model:

Each lens to camera combo microadjustment* $20.00 each

*PLEASE NOTE: Not all cameras allow 
for microadjustment to lenses. Please 
refer to your cameras’ manual if your 
camera will allow your lens to be 
microadjusted. If you want to have your 
lens calibrated to your camera you 
MUST send your lens and camera to us.

*Camera serial number can be found on 
the bottom of the camera typically.

Lens Model:

Lens Serial Number: *Lens serial number can be found 
near the lens mount typically.

1 General Information about your Camera/Lens

2

Please add your total services charges and write the amount here: $

3 SUBTOTALServices Charges
(From Step 2)

Shipping & Handling

$ $ $12.50

Standard shipping - U.S.P.S. 
Priority Mail - Within U.S.A. only

Limit of Liability: Submitting any film or negative to this firm for processing or other handling constitutes an agreement by you that any damages or loss by our company, subsidiaries, or agents, even though due to the 
negligence or other fault of our company, subsidiaries, or agents, will only entitle you to replacement with a like amount of unexposed film and processing. Except for such replacement, the acceptance of the film or 
negative is without other warranty or liability, and recovery for any incidental or consequential damages is excluded. 
Spartan Photo Center is not responsible for any loss, damage or delay caused by the U.S. Postal Service, UPS, Fedex, or any other package carrier. Prices and terms are subject to change without notice.

We reserve the right to make changes to your 
order total if we find mistakes made.

4 Please write any special instructions you want regarding to this order below.

Please write your GRAND TOTAL here: $


